About US
“We are proud to be a unique
set of choice programs, that
are rooted in connecting
students to innovative,
meaningful, authentic, and
relevant learning experiences
in everything we do.”
Sea to Sky School District 48 – Strategic Learning Plan

Sea to Sky School District 48 –
Strategic Learning Plan
Both Cultural Journeys and Learning
Expeditions are exciting programs of choice
created and supported by the Sea to Sky School
District 48 Strategic Learning Plan. School staff
co-plan, co-teach, and co-assess according to
new provincial curriculum and use school
district competencies to guide pedagogy.

Contact Us
Principal: Brayden Gordon
Phone: 604-892-5904
Email: bgordon@sd48.bc.ca
www.seatoskylearningconnections.com

Cultural Journeys &
Learning Expeditions
38030 Clarke Drive
Squamish, BC, V8B 0A5

Cultural
Journeys &
Learning
Expeditions
Sea to Sky School District –
Programs of Choice

Cultural Journeys
Aya7ayulh Chet (Cultural Journeys) is a
Kindergarten to Grade 6 program guided
by the principle that all learning is
grounded in understanding the connected
relationship of Language, Land and
Culture. In this program, students learn to
respect a shared worldview of
environmental livability and sustainability
related to their physical, emotional,
spiritual and intellectual learning.

Aya7ayulh Chet (Cultural Journeys)
teachers work in community, with community,
to create rigor and an academically
challenging learning culture through:
• Theme based Inquiry learning at
Skwxwú7mesh land sites
• Project-based experiences tied to learning
from the Land, Language and Culture
• Relationships, honoring connections to each
other, our community, language and the land
• Promoting equitable, collaborative learning
that is multi-generational and cross-curricular
• Personally, relevant learning in a multi-aged
community that is flexible, and competency
driven
• Nurturing student engagement and
ownership of learning though the
competencies of thinking critically,
contributing, collaborating, creating and
innovating
• Learning, nurturing and supporting selfregulation: ownership of choices, actions and
responsibilities in Literacy, Numeracy,
Communication and Oral Language skills

“When I came here, I was scared
because it was different. But now I
love it, because it’s different.”

Learning Expeditions
Learning Expeditions is a project-based
program for grades 7 through 12. We have
a strong focus on using critiques to assist
both our students and our teachers in
creating the best work they possibly can.
Here at Learning Expeditions, students are
encouraged to pursue their passions and
personal interest through flexible projects
and more deeply with personal inquiry
projects.

Belief Statements
•

We believe in beautiful work that is
authentic and purposeful.

•

We believe that beautiful work is
created through critique and
collaboration.

•

We believe that our work should
be presented to authentic
audiences.

•

We believe in revision and depth in
learning.

•

We believe in creating a
community of critical thinkers.

•

We believe that all this is
accomplished by encouraging
excellence, support and respect
for all learners.

